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If you suffer from migraines, you know from experience that prescription drugs can only do so
much to help relieve your struggling. Unfortunately, regardless of the many advances in
medicine, there's still no real treat for the migraine headache. You also know that your next
headache could still strike at any time, and for that reason, you may lead a life of fear and
trepidation, hardly ever knowing when the responsibilities of work and family members will once
more fall victim to your throbbing skull. In The Migraine Miracle, a neurologist with a personal
history of migraines offers readers the revolutionary dietary cure that has worked for him and
continues to function for his patients: a diet low in wheat, sugars, and processed foods, and high
in organic, protein-rich animal products. The reserve also explores the hyperlink between
inflammation, diet, and migraines, and contains a 21-day meal plan to help readers modification
the direction they eat. By following this easy meal plan, millions of sufferers will discover a life
free from symptoms?once and for all. In addition, it explores the dangers and great things about
migraine medication, natural remedies for migraines, dietary migraine triggers, and detailed,
particular guidelines for a migraine-free eating plan. The book includes comprehensive, research-
based information that clarifies what the brain goes through during a migraine headaches, the
phases of the migraine, and what sort of diagnosis is manufactured. By changing how you
consume, and understanding what foods can trigger your migraine, you can begin feeling better
longer, without the threat of a migraine generally looming over all you do. If you have attempted
migraine medicine but haven't found real alleviation, it’s time to try something new.
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 Turknett, for conserving my head!. I can't remember the last period I acquired a migraine. I
usually made an attempt to balance carbs with excess fat and protein to decelerate the insulin
spike, but still had liked the carbs. I attempted meds, acupuncture, caused a naturopath and
attempted an elimination diet, but couldn't end the migraines or discover any specific triggers. I
finally found the reserve 'Heal your headaches, the 1-2-3 system' and for the 1st time I could
clearly associate my diet plan with my migraines. I gave up all kinds of food and had success so
long as I avoided the giant set of meals per that publication. If you're struggling with migraine,
give this a shot! It implied a bowl of ice cream was fine, provided that it was vanilla instead of
chocolate. I am reading and researching anti-inflammatory diet plans and found a lot more
compelling scientific info discussing the benefits of cutting back on processed carbs and
instead eating unprocessed, entire foods. I even attempted the SCD diet that cuts out prepared
food and complex carbs, but permits plenty of honey and fruit. Apparently the typical processed
food diet involves 250-350 carb grams a day.I then came across this publication. I am doing
better than I've in years!! I had never linked my sinus pressure or head aches with elevated blood
sugar. Original review:I've experienced chronic migraines and sinus problems for a long time. I
recognized I still had been consuming lots of carbs, which still raised my blood sugar. That didn't
solve my head aches.Fourteen days in following these food recommendations, I've yet to have
even a headache and also my sinuses feel better. No more am I depressed and baffled about
the unfortunate state of my mind, however now I have an idea that functions, and a clear check
out show for it. I had been taking a daily preventative medicine, but after my success with the
Migraine Miracle program, I tapered down the medicine for some weeks and today I'm no more
taking any medication for headaches. I would buy an up to date edition with an increase of
illustrations of migraine mechanisms and expanded recipes. I've cut way back on carbs though,
and discovered that the 100-150 gram carb reminder is a superb means of avoiding the sugar
rush. I've spent the last 2 years searching for a remedy. I have not experienced any weight loss
yet, but probably would if I wanted to trim my carbs down further.The reason why this reserve
gets a 4 rather than a 5 is that the book appears to skim over most of the technology backing
the reason why for going low carbohydrate. I've browse some anti-inflammatory and diet books
that discuss all sorts of studies and the exact technology to solidly support each book's
suggestions. It felt like the author wrote the book mainly on his encounter with the diet, plus a
bit of research and references to various other books thrown in. That being said though, the
conclusions of the book appear sound and are operating better for me than any other migraine
reserve I've read. The recipes were also a little too gourmet for me, but I have a good assortment
of simple recipes that I've collected with my anti-inflammatory/SCD/paleo diet
research.Ultimately the diet recommendations look like working better than any kind of
medication that I have tried. The author highlights that by reducing carbs, it makes all the other
treatments work better, and I can observe that if the reduced carb diet plan reduces the migraine
trigger threshold.. Not merely have I not experienced any migraines since beginning this, I've has
already established hardly any minor headaches or throat pain at all! Also my sinuses have
continuing to improve and I have been off my allergy sinus meds for over a month now. I
recently acquired a baby and do find I needed more carbs while pregnant and nursing, but my
own body is slowly time for normal status and tolerating carbs much less and less. I've found
that sugars and sweets give me an extremely quick spike. And I was remaining sense like Dr
Turknett wrote the book because he really wished to help people. I today KNOW that I will not
need a headache provided that I keep my carbs low, and also have been able to start planning a
busier schedule because of it. I feel so much more productive!Update 10/19/2014: This book



works! In addition to recommending an anti-inflammatory paleo-ish diet, this book recommends
limiting carbs to under 150 grams a day (and frequently much lower). This Really Works The
Migraine Miracle was a surprising rvelation for me. This book truly helped me know how food
results me, especially my migraines. My sinuses are much better and predictably have bad
congestion easily cheat on carbs. I’ve been pursuing his guidance re diet for approximately 14
days and already feeling therefore far better. I've also lost 15+ pounds since come early july and I
feel great! By cutting back on carbs, There is that my cravings have plummeted. 4 weeks into
this way of consuming and I understand this is a thing that I could easily handle long term after
hitting frustration with various other migraine diets. Five Stars Excellent book, healed my
migraines forever, following more than 20 years struggling them.!) for my migraines, it has been
the one thing that's WORKED, and I've right now been at it for 1. Give it a try! I don’t usually keep
reviews but I wanted to leave a review for this book because it has helped me so much! If you
are as sick of discomfort as I was, just DO THIS. I love many foods that were forbidden on
headache diets, and also have no pain. The book has changed my entire life!3. I'm experiencing
decaf coffee sometimes, plus chocolate, cheese, smoked salmon, etc and the only real time I've
any issues is if I cheat insurance firms some glucose or having enough carbs in one sitting to
make my blood sugar spike. As soon as I end breastfeeding I plan on returning to the diet.
Pursuing it didn’t help me, and the writer’s insistence that it can help everyone is inaccurate. 1
day I had hook headache from carbs and that night time I had just peanuts, cheese, and hard
boiled eggs for supper. I woke up the next day feeling amazing! I attempted everything, however
my migraine frequency risen to between 15-20 a month. GAME CHANGER! I'm down 22 pounds,
my cholesterol offers dropped at least 20 points, and I still feel good! The reserve has many
strengths: clarifies the mechanisms of migraine extremely thoroughly, discusses in information
regarding prescription drugs, and the underlying dietary causes that result in migraine.) just
about any other day for 8 years.but when I do, I know WHY (I cheated on the diet and ate too
many carbs). AMAZING. Trust me when I say that after getting on The Migraine Miracle
Ancestral diet for 1.5 years now, it is a miracle.Perform yourself three favors:1. I adopted the rules
in the reserve and completed the Beast Slayer Teaching Academy, that exist on the Migraine
Miracle site. Head over to Dr. Another miracle that will not work.Update 2/18/2017: Still
functioning as before. Join migraineverland (information on his internet site) for support also to
ask any questions you may have. You may find that you NEED support to do what must be done
to rid yourself of migraines. I'll see you in there!The dietary plan isn't an instantaneous miracle,
but rather a lifestyle plan that will require effort. Is learning how to consume low-carb and high
healthful fat worth it? Totally. After trying EVERYTHING (medications in all four categories,
chiropractors, visits to 3 different neurologists, eliminating foods known to cause migraines,
acupuncture, etc. I can't recommend this book enough.5 years with lasting results.! Do I still
obtain migraines? Rarely (like almost every other month? I had never really centered on my carb
count but often had sugars spikes from sweets and grains, which still left me queasy and
woozy.)..Upgrade on 7/22/2014: I bumped this up to a 5 star review, seeing that this diet has
continued to boost my migraines much better than any other diet. Are you fed up with
headaches like I was? Knowing why you get yourself a migraine does wonders for the psyche. I
haven't had a bad sugar hurry or carb overload.I do not apologize for any of the all-caps
shouting in this review, because this book must be shouted from the rooftops.Thanks,
Dr.Working for me so far. Lifestyle CHANGING! Ha! I have been having migraine head aches for
approximately a year and wanted answers. Interesting how few carbs before bed functions. I'm
way too active to let them stop me so resided on Treximet, however the unwanted effects of the



drug worried me. I needed a solution not a temporary fix.I was skeptical but desperate when I
purchased this book.! Turknett's site for free blog articles with brand-new insights and free
recipes. But you know very well what? IT WORKS. Half a year after starting the dietary plan I can
say I'm cured of the beast. Although there are a few recipes in back again, it’s not really a
cookbook. I finally have a life again, and will predict headache problems when I want to cheat on
carbs. Trust me. I've under no circumstances felt better in my own life. Thanks Doc! Sure. Title
says it all The Migraine Miracle - the title says it all. I have read numerous research content and
books about migraine and find Dr. Turknett's publication the most effective in assisting me
change my entire life. I've chronic migraine for a long time (14 or more days monthly), and Dr.
Turknett's publication has helped me have them under control within 2 weeks with improved
diet. I got migraines (and human brain fog, ice pick headaches, tension headaches, sinus
headaches etc. The recipes are amazing and a very valuable part of this book. Perfectly written,
researched, and individually resonates with any migraine sufferer because DrTurknett discusses
his personal and family history of migraine. (Since I've been on a drastic migraine diet for a while
now, preparing my food was not a huge change). Highly recommend. Didn’t function for me and
nothing original Didn’t help me. The best I could get was a prescription for the really bad days. I
do notice a notable difference from daily though, based on my diet! Has worked to keep my
migraines away Reading this book made myself feel like somebody really understood how I felt
when I experienced a migraine. It was amazing to observe how my migraines disappear because
of the way I was eating. I'm enjoying foods that previously could have given me headaches and
migraines. Gluten free sugar = no more migraines for me! The plan can be hard work but it's
doing work for me and that is the Miracle of it. Readable and understand, tips, info I hadn't heard
of before. Overall, this publication has provided me my freedom back. The only real time I've had
issues is usually when I've cheated and consumed too many carbs. For 36 years, my entire life
has been ruled by migraines. Read this book2.. I am preparing virtually all my food in the home,
but I haven't cut out all grains completely yet. What a gift it has been! Oh, and I dropped about 12
pounds and am exercising consistently and feeling great. I was sort of worried though, as there
was hardly any discussion about sugars, carbs, or hypoglycemia in that book. THE VERY BEST
Headache Book Ever!Revise 1/20/2014: The diet is still training great for me! Maybe easily leave
this review I can help someone else who has suffered with headaches. First i want to say that
I've had headaches so long as I could remember. They got worse when I became a grown-up
and even worse over the last many years. I have talked to every doctor I have ever had about my
headaches. There’s plenty of information out there about great things about ketogenic diet. So
long as I recall that extra carbs = migraines, it has been a great diet plan incentive. I did the blood
check to find what foods I would be sensitive to. I have been on an elimination diet plan for well
over a season but could under no circumstances pinpoint any particular trigger. Sometimes I
would get a headaches from consuming something and occasionally I wouldn’t. It had been
frustrating. I had given up so much without results. A friend was telling me that she was
performing the Ketogenic diet plan. Buy buy buy! In the end - it appeared like a neurological
issue too. I started searching and found this book. Ketogenic diet is mentioned as is the
ancestral diet. This is actually the only way to a headache free life! I knew that the ketogenic diet
plan is used to regulate seizures in children so I wondered if it could impact on my headaches.
Do do do! This is the only method to a headache and migraine free existence! Love I bought
thinking it was a cookbook. Overall I have way more energy and that daily nuisance headache
always lingering is totally gone. But I didn’t mind at all because it’s so helpful! Author (who
suffers from migraines) is indeed readable. Makes the technology behind headaches easy to



understand. Lays out all details within an organized way, rendering it easy to return back for
reference. I still am avoiding junk food, sugar, and minimizing grains. That is a great diet since it
is indeed healthy, plus I've a solid deterrent to cheating.
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